THE CARICATURES OF CLAUDE MONET C LAUDE MONET spent part of his interesting group of French drawings by
youth in Le Havre. For many years nineteenth and twentieth century artists, his admirers found in his work ele-there were among them ten of these caricaments which could have been expressed only tures.' That any of them was ever pubby a native of the place; even in the physical lished is uncertain. In a letter to Mr. man they thought they saw some reflection Harrison, H. I. Cottereau, from whom he of the people of the town and its life. His obtained the drawings in 1927-28, states that broad shoulders, his straight nose, the deep Monet had been approached by Carjata, a accent of his voice, seemed to stamp him as publisher of caricatures, to make drawings the descendant of some line of Norman of this kind which he wished to issue. Howsailors. For them, perhaps, the great sea-ever, Gustave Geffroy,2 Monet's friend and port existed, not in the close provincial life biographer, who was the first to write of of its shopkeepers and bankers, but in the his early life in Le Havre, makes no meninterpretations he had shown them of its tion of their publication but he does tell us broad spaces of sea and sky and rough that they were a most important stepping cliffs which he had filled and covered with stone in the artist's development. to the basic influence of Daumier who, at this period, issued many lithographs of political personages with large heads against his better judgment on the specific request of his publisher, Philipon. The arrangement and disposition on the paper of a few give the suggestion that Monet might have developed into one of the brilliant French poster designers: the unoccupied spaces in some of the drawings make them like the trial proof of a lithograph where letters will appear in a later state. But their most interesting quality as we see them more and more is the realistic portraits they give of these businesslike citizens whose names mean so little now, who had their own small circle of importance, forgotten except in these drawings, which themselves were not resurrected for more than seventy years.
CARICATURE OF JULES DIDIER, BANKER, CHAR-COAL DRAWING ON GRAY PAPER BY MONET.

They show us the little world of Le
Havre as Monet knew it, just as the paintings which followed his association with Boudin show us the wonders of the sea, sky, and cliffs which surrounded it. And, promising as these caricatures are from the hand of one so young, we can hardly blame the artist for the final choice of material which later gave his name its identity and was the prompter of its expression. We look for something like these characters in his painting and never find them again; even in the portrait of the cook, Paul, we find none of this kind of humor. It was a wide gap that was crossed between these drawings and the view of Sainte-Adresse, painted eleven years later, and even a far greater journey from there to the Nymph6as of his last years, but the caricatures, aside from the merits they have within themselves, are valuable as a document in this life which dedicated its loyalty to forms subtle yet permanent and had, at an early time, dispensed so briefly with such a large class of humanity.
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